
On April 18, the newspaper’s online edition, which reaches an average of more than 10.4 million readers, featured the first list compiled for it by getAbstract, the world’s largest library of business book summaries. (To view the list, click here.)

In its review of Coach Yourself to Win, getAbstract said:

"Some motivational authors claim that their books, with their snappy covers and glowing recommendations, can change your life—even if their content is as insubstantial as a summer breeze. In contrast, Howard M. Guttman provides a steady stream of valuable content that can help you make your life better. A respected executive coaching expert, Guttman presents seven easy-to-follow steps you can use to coach yourself to achieve lasting positive behavioral change. He delivers invaluable knowledge, wisdom, savvy tips and practical expertise as he explains how to apply proven executive coaching principles to modify your behavior and achieve a happier, more productive life. getAbstract recommends this completely useful self-coaching guide. It will be worth far more than its cover price if you practice its principles."

Coach Yourself to Win was also among the "Top 10 English Business Books" listed in Austrian business daily, WirtschaftsBlatt, which provides the country's financial sector with information on the economy, economic policy, business and markets, stock exchange activity and investment, and similar topics.
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